
We love 
Monday
Office furniture that’s ready for the future.





How much do you like 
working on Mondays?

This question has a particular significance for Lista 

Office LO. Our solutions and products create offices 

that foster innovation, make optimum use of space 

and inspire people. They’re driven by a clear belief: 

the more complex the world of business becomes 

and the more rapidly it changes, the more that com-

panies will gain a strategic advantage from the way 

they design their offices.  

 

In the following pages, you’ll get to know people who 

love working every single day of the week – thanks  

in part to Lista Office LO. And you’ll find out more 

about our company and the qualities that allow us  

to make your workplace as successful as possible. 

Yes, even on Mondays: We love Monday.
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“My work is highly varied and takes me to lots of 
different places. The same is true of our office.”
Melanie Bodamer, consultant, Rapp Industrieplaner
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“Open plan, lots of space, 
Carmen and Urs Greutmann, product designers, greutmann bolzern designstudio
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everything you need is there!”
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“The transition to smart 
workplaces requires 
a smart storage system.”
Giovanni Pons, facilities services manager, Nestlé Suisse
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“Focused research is only possible in an inspiring 
environment. With Lista Office LO, we can create 
office spaces that suit our needs.”
Reto Largo, head of the NEST research centre, Empa
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“I love carrying out project work in a team. 
Our office inspires me to think innovatively 
and adopt new perspectives.”
Charlotte Burnap, PR and community manager, LocalBini



“My favourite working day? Any day when 
I get to foster the close, trusting relationship 
with our team and our clients.”
Christof Raggenbass, lawyer, Raggenbass Rechtsanwälte
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“Many Lista Office LO customers are at home in global 
markets. We’re proud to be able to contribute to their 
success with office solutions made in Switzerland.”
Franziska Lienhard Nava, vice-president of the supervisory board, Lista Office Group
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“Always ready and able to change: 
that’s true of both our business and 
our office concept.”
Edy Brüschweiler, finance and administration manager, SMC Pneumatik
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“I value the freedom of being able 
to choose between different work 
zones – and constantly having new 
people around me.”
Dominic Schneider, workplace manager, Basler Versicherungen
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“Vision and reality are two sides of the 
same coin. That’s true of both strong 
architecture and strong workplaces.”
Johannes Flamm, architect, Flubacher-Nyfeler + Partner Architekten
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“Working on my laptop from anywhere 
and being able to connect with my team: 
I revel in this freedom all over again 
every single day.”
Mario Siano, co-founder, Advertima
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“Our daily work is increasingly defined by flexible 
use of time and space. So the agility and modularity 
of our office is really worthwhile.”
Jost Fetzer, multimedia editor, Tamedia
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Could this be the start 
of a new chapter in your 
success story?

What you’ve seen and read in this brochure is just a 

first glimpse into the world of Lista Office LO. You 

can find more detailed and up-to-date information 

about our solutions, products and past projects  

online – or, even better, at any of our branches or  

authorised retailers throughout Switzerland.  

 

We look forward to getting to know your company 

and your goals – and to discussing how we can take 

your office into the future. See you next Monday?

www.lista-office.com
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Lista Office LO 

LOG Produktions AG

Alfred Lienhard Strasse 2

9113 Degersheim

Switzerland

Telephone +41 71 372 52 52

Hotline 0800 633 642

info@lista-office.com

www.lista-office.com

A Lista Office Group company


